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A highlight from the @AtlanticCouncil Awards, where Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi received the 2022 Distinguished Leadership Award during last week's visit to the 
United States.

Read his full speech https://www.aovemo.it/it/articolo/intervento-del-presidente-draahi-allatlantic-council-distinauished-leadership-award-2022

As home to the oldest public museums in the world, #ltaly is culture! It's more important than ever to preserve and make culture accessible to all. 

During //InternationalMuseumDay, we recognize the power of museums to increase sustainability, innovate and build community.

#Madelnltaly reaches all parts of aerospace—from cybersecurity to products and components. Explore @D_Orbit, a Milan-based company reaching for the stars with 
industry learning solutions for the entire lifecycle of a mission.

Leam more from #belT https://madeinitalv.Qov it/technoloaies/
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As home to the oldest public museums in the world, Italy is culture! It's more important than ever to preserve and make culture accessible to everyone.

During this year's #lntemationalMuseumDay, we recognize the power of museums—of improving sustainability, innovating technologies that progress digitalization and 
accessibility, and building global community through education.

@mic_italia’s peace campaign emphasizes the goal of global community, standing in solidarity with the people of //Ukraine. Check out the newest story highlight on our 
profile to see some artwork and cultural moments that promote peace and unity. //CultureUnitesTheWorld //MuseumsAgainstWar

Learn more about the US Capitol's peace monument—featured as part of @mic_italia's peace campaign for ttUkrainel 

[share to story: httos./Amiw.instaaram.com/D/CcOFWCFowOC/l 

ttCultureUnitesTheWorld ttMuseumsAgainstWar

"Italy has the best quality of life that I ever saw."

World-renowned artist and photographer @sebastiaosalgadooficial joined the #belT "As I See IT" campaign to share what he feels makes Italy great—from phenomenal, 
affordable restaurants to unparalleled design and automotive capabilities.

[reshare Sebastiao Salgado post to story]

As part of @officialbe.it's "As I See IT" campaign, @sebastiaosalgadooficial discusses the unparalleled features that make Italy great. Check it out

Today, let's take a look at three objects in Silvana Annicchiarico's 3CODESIGN exhibit that demonstrate Italian design’s dedication to reusing materials.

Fossili Domestici by Massimiliano Adami
These "modern fossils" produced from old televisions are filled with everyday objects, a critical expression of the alienation of advertising within our daily life. 

Office + Retrofit (bench) by @sovrappensierodesign
This bench was designed as part of “recovery intervention” to reuse and interpret old office furniture in a new way.

Benna Half One+Two by Lorenzo Damiani
These stools are made using a mould that is normally used for producing grabs for agricultural use.

DYK that every time you get water from the tap, take a shower or wash your car, you're benefiting from the //Etemallnnovator, Italy? In 312 B.C., the first Roman 
aqueduct—Aqua Appia—was erected by Appius Claudius Caecus. Aqueducts supplied fresh water for baths, fountains and drinking water to ordinary citizens. The Romans 
improved on these complex systems and modem aqueducts are now a central part of water distribution infrastructure worldwide.

The Parco degli Acquedotti (Aqueduct Park) in Rome holds many of Italy's remaining aqueducts, but you can find these marvels of ancient Roman design across Europe! 
Pont du Gard Aqueduct, a Roman aqueduct that crosses the Gard River in France, is protected as a @UNESCOworldheritage site. Its iconic arches are a highly 
recognizable feature of Roman design.

Italy's annual "Grand Tour" bike race, the @giroditalia, is happening right now! The race started on May 6 in Budapest, Hungary, and covers over 2,100 miles. So, where 
can you find the Giro d'ltalia racers today?

After reaching the halfway point, the participants are now on Stage 12, which starts with a challenging ascent from Parma. Cyclists will continue across the Apennine 
Mountains, through the Taro river valley and Bocco Pass and across the new San Giorgio bridge, until they finish the day in the city center of Genova ( Genoa).
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As home to the oldest public museums in the world, Italy is culture! It's more important than ever to preserve and make culture accessible to everyone.

During this year's International Museum Day, we recognize the power of museums—of improving sustainability, innovating technologies that progress digitalization and 
accessibility, and building global community through education.
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"Italy has the best quality of life that I ever saw."

World-renowned artist and photographer @SebastiaoSalgadoGenesis shares what he feels makes Italy great—from phenomenal, affordable restaurants to unparalleled 
design and automotive capabilities.

Watch his message for the #belT "As I See IT" campaign.

Curated by Silvana Annicchiarico, the 3CODESIGN exhibition demonstrates how Italian design is deeply rooted in environmental sustainability. Rather than ending up in 
landfills, new products aim to remain in circulation and regenerate themselves continuously. The 50+ design objects featured exemplify this goal through the three ideas of 
Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle. Let’s take a look at three today:

Reduce: Filide by @CarraroChabarik
The Sicilian countryside is covered with carob trees, which is one of the most important products for the region's economy. These weightless souvenirs in aluminium are 

created using sand moulds and combine rural tradition with innovation.

Reuse: Office + Retrofit (bench) by @sovrappensiero.designstudio
This bench was designed as part of “recovery intervention" to reuse and interpret old office furniture in a new way.

To re or not to Re? by @joevellutostudio
These pots are made by recycling post-consumer plastic. Each one wears a mask representing the "original container"—its past life.

Did you know that every time you get water from the tap, take a shower or wash your car, you're benefiting from the #Eternallnnovator, Italy? In 312 B.C., the first Roman 
aqueduct—Aqua Appia—was erected by Appius Claudius Caecus. Aqueducts supplied fresh water for baths, fountains and drinking water to ordinary citizens. The Romans 
improved on these complex systems and modern aqueducts are now a central part of water distribution infrastructure worldwide.

The Parco degli Acquedotti (Aqueduct Park) in Rome holds many of Italy's remaining aqueducts, but you can find these marvels of ancient Roman design across Europe! 
Pont du Gard Aqueduct, a Roman aqueduct that crosses the Gard River in France, is protected as a @UNESCOworldheritage site. Its iconic arches are a highly 
recognizable feature of Roman design

Some of the whimsical and innovative works of Piero Gilardi, an Italian visual artist from Turin, are now on display at @magazzino in Cold Spring, New York. This is Gilardi’ 
s first solo museum exhibition in the United States—an immersive space focused on his signature environmentally conscious “Nature-Carpets.” These carpets, which 
Gilardi has been developing since 1965, imagine a perfect nature and are carved into polyurethane foam using a technique called "intaglio.” They are then saturated in two 
stages with vinyl resin and rubber latex.

"Gilardi: Tappeto-Natura" is on display until January 9, 2023. Learn more about the exhibit and the dualism between natural and artificial examined in Gilardi's work 
https://www.magazzino.art/visit/exhibitions/gilardi-tappeto-natura

Italy's annual "Grand Tour" bike race, the @giroditalia, is happening right now! The race started on May 6 in Budapest, Hungary, and covers over 2,100 miles. So, where 
can you find the Giro d'ltalia racers today?

After reaching the halfway point, the racers are now on Stage 12, which starts with a challenging ascent from Parma Cyclists will continue across the Apennine Mountains, 
through the Taro river valley and Bocco Pass and across the new San Giorgio bridge, until they finish the day in the city center of Genova ( Genoa).
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